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ABSTRACT
Data-driven models replicate the irregular Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions (BSDFs) of opti-
cally Complex Fenestration Systems in daylight simulation. RADIANCE employs the tensor tree to store the
BSDF at high directional resolution. Its application in backward ray-tracing is however challenging, since
the density of stochastic samplesmustmatch themodel resolution. BSDFproxy and peak extraction address
this problem, but are limited to cases when either the fenestration geometry, or the shape and direction of
the transmission peak are known. Photon Mapping is proposed to efficiently sample arbitrary BSDFs from
the known sun direction. The existing implementation in RADIANCE is extended to account for light sources
and their reflections in the field of view, that are of particular importance for visual comfort assessments.
Themethodachieves ahighdegreeof accordancewith ray-tracing, and reduces simulation timesby ≈ 95%
with data-driven models of high resolution.

Abbreviations: BRT: Backward Ray-Tracing; BSDF: Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function; CBDM:
Climate-BasedDaylightModelling; CFS: Complex Fenestration System;DGI: DaylightGlare Index; DGP:Day-
light Glare Probability; FPM: Five Phase Method; GPGPU: General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit; LCP:
Laser Cut Panel; OoC: Out-of-Core; PM: Photon Mapping; RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error
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1. Introduction

1.1. Daylight simulationwith data-driven BSDFmodels in
radiance

The daylight simulation suite RADIANCE combines determinis-
tic and stochastic algorithms into a hybrid implementation of
Backward Ray-Tracing (BRT) (Ward 1994). The testing of concen-
trated light sources, such as the sun, as well as regular trans-
mission and reflection are solved by deterministic ray-tracing
(Whitted 1980). Stochastic sampling by randomly distributed
rays accounts for diffuse-indirect illumination (Cook, Porter, and
Carpenter 1984). RADIANCE provides physically plausible mod-
els for transmission and reflection, has been thoroughly vali-
dated (Grynberg 1989; Ward and Shakespeare 1998; Schregle
and Wienold 2004; Geisler-Moroder and Dür 2008; Jones and
Reinhart 2017), and drives numerous front-ends (e.g. DAYSIM /
DIVA, the DIAL+SUITE, IDA ICE, ESP-R, and OPENSTUDIO; Jakica 2018)
for applications in building simulation. ACCELERAD is a variant of
RADIANCE that accelerates simulations by the massive parallelism
of modern General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU)
architectures, and allows for interactive visual comfort assess-
ments (Jones and Reinhart 2017, 2019).

To account for irregular light scattering, a data-driven model
approximates arbitrary BSDFs (Heckbert 1991, 26) by a set of
coefficients (Ward et al. 2011; McNeil, Lee, and Jonsson 2017).
Since assessments of visual comfort, and glare in particular,
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ask for image-based evaluation techniques (Wymelenberg and
Inanici 2014, 2016) that are sensitive to the capability of the
fenestration model to replicate directionality (McNeil 2011; Lee,
Geisler-Moroder, and Ward 2018), a data-structure of adaptive
resolution is implemented in RADIANCE (Ward, Kurt, and Bon-
neel 2014). The tensor tree is compact by merging regions of
low variance, yet it resolves features of the BSDF such as peaks
causedby directional transmission and reflection.Models can be
generated frommeasurements, and lend themselves in particu-
lar to micro-structures featuring complex light scattering prop-
erties, such as daylight redirecting films or coatings (Ward, Kurt,
and Bonneel 2014; Kazanasmaz et al. 2016; Grobe, Wittkopf, and
Kazanasmaz 2017; Grobe 2018).

The data-driven model also allows to model the irregu-
lar transmission characteristics of entire Complex Fenestration
Systems (CFSs). These are otherwise not supported by the
deterministic ray-tracing algorithm, which requires to know
the sample directions leading toward the sun a priori, nor by
stochastic backward sampling due to the impractically high
amount of random rays required to sample a small source
such as the sun. The software genBSDF, distributed with
RADIANCE, pre-computes the BSDFs of such systems and com-
piles them into data-driven models supported by the backward
algorithm (Molina et al. 2015; Mainini et al. 2019). To account
for the geometric detail of macro-structured CFSs, e.g. Vene-
tian blinds, the computationally generated, data-driven model
can be evaluated only in the indirect-diffuse calculation, while
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an embedded geometric representation maintains visual detail
and shadowpatterns causedby the fenestration (Ward, Kurt, and
Bonneel 2012).

One of the main challenges in the application of data-driven
models even of moderate resolution in RADIANCE is their ade-
quate sampling in the stochastic, indirect-diffuse calculation.
The maximum resolution that can be achieved when modelling
anisotropic reflection and transmission is currently limited to
27 × 27 = 16, 384 outgoing (and, equally, incident) directions.
To account for directional transmission through such models in
the ambient calculation pass, an equal or higher number of ran-
dom rays need to be spawned at each inter-reflection step in the
building interior (Rogers 2013). This drastically increases simula-
tion times, since only a fraction of these typically collide with a
data-drivenmodel, and even fewer can be expected to reach the
BSDF under an incident direction that leads to a directional light
source (Figure 2(a)). AccelerationbyGPGPUs is currently not pos-
sible due to the lacking support for the data-driven model in
ACCELERAD.

A recently added modification of the data-driven model,
aBSDF, interprets distinct peaks in the BSDF as ideal direct trans-
mission. Its implementation concentrates all light transmitted
through a region defined by the model’s resolution in its centre,
and is therefore capable to model highly directional transmis-
sion of direct sunlight, e.g. through fabric, evenwith data-driven
models of low or moderate resolution. This not only reduces the
required number of random rays to adequately sample direc-
tionally scattering BSDFs, but also overcomes limitations in the
measurable resolution of CFSs that are caused by the interde-
pendency of sampling aperture and apparent beam diameter in
far-field gonio-photometry (Lee et al. 2018). Peak extraction has
been demonstrated to achieve good results to model the vis-
ibility of the sun through shades, but effectively eliminates all
information about the peak shape – given that such information
is available, e.g. from refined measurements – by reducing it to
onedirection. Thismaybeacceptable for caseswheredirectional
transmission is limited to one sharp peak, but is problematic
with complex distributions comprisingmultiple peaks and other
distinct features.

1.2. Daylight simulationwith the radiance photonmap

The recursive simulationof light propagation in ray-tracing leads
to a tree of rays. These are commonly classified by a formalized
ray notation as listed in Table 1 (Heckbert 1990; Veach 1997).
Hybrid BRT as implemented in RADIANCE replicates numerous
mechanisms of light transport occurring in buildings, lending
itself to applications in lighting design, daylighting and building

design, in the form E(S*)([D|G]*)L for deterministic, and

E(S*)[D|G]([D|G]+)L for stochastic ray-tracing. How-

ever, both algorithms are not capable to account for primary

or secondary caustics ED([S|G]+)(D*)L (Arvo et al. 2001).

PhotonMapping (PM) is a bidirectional algorithm that addresses
this limitation and allows to simulate light transport in optically
complex scenes (Jensen 2001). Its integration in RADIANCE allows
tomodel light redirectionbynon-planar reflectors and refracting
structures that is not properly accounted for by BRT (Schregle,
Grobe, and Wittkopf 2015). Light redirecting elements can be

Table 1. Scattering phenomena defining the direction of subsequent rays with
corresponding rtype values in RADIANCE, and the general notation of rays (Arvo
et al. 2001).

Scattering Direction RADIANCE ray type Symbol

None (primary) From eye PRIMARY E

Any Toward light
source

SHADOW L

Regular reflection Mirrored
incidence

REFLECTED S

Regular transmission Unchanged TRANS S

Refraction By Snell’s law REFRACTED S

Glossy reflection Perturbation of
mirror

REFLECTED | SPECULAR G

Forward scatter Perturbation of
incident

TRANS | SPECULAR G

Diffuse reflection Random REFLECTED | AMBIENT D

Diffuse transmission Random TRANS | AMBIENT D

geometrically modelled as any other parts of the scene and,
unlike the utilization of pre-computed BSDFs, do not require any
pre-processing. Recent enhancements of the RADIANCE PHOTON
MAP, such as its Out-of-Core (OoC) data-structure to store large
amounts of photons, and the introduction of the CONTRIBUTION
PHOTON MAP allow to employ the module in illuminance-based
Climate-Based Daylight Modelling (CBDM) techniques (Schre-
gle 2015; Schregle et al. 2015; Bauer andWittkopf 2016; Schregle,
Grobe, and Wittkopf 2016).

The PHOTON MAP module reflects the bidirectional nature of
the algorithm by splitting the simulation into two separate
passes (Schregle 2004). The forward photon distribution from
the light source is implemented by the program mkpmap. Pho-
ton gathering is integrated into the core simulation tools of
RADIANCE, namely rtrace for computing single pixel values or
sensor response, rpict for image generation, and rcontrib
for the generation of contribution coefficients as required
in CBDM.

In the distribution pass, light sources emit photons that are
reflected or transmitted by the scene geometry, and eventually
deposited on diffusely scattering surfaces (blue in Figure 2(b)).
After each collision with surfaces featuring a diffuse scattering
component, photons are stored in the global photon map (dot-
ted in Figure 1), or, for CBDM, in the contributionmap for CBDM.
Photons that collide with a diffuse surface after having been
scattered by specular reflection or transmission are additionally
stored in an optional caustic photon map (dashed and continu-
ous lines in Figure 1). This photonmap refines the representation

of the direct caustic path L([G|S]+)D . Note that the path is

reversed, when compared to BRT, and starts with L . The pri-

mary eye ray E is not included in the distribution pass. Caustic
photons are not only recorded after passing specular surfaces
that are directly exposed to light sources, but also – as secondary
caustics – if diffusely scattered photons are further scattered by

specular reflection or transmission (e.g. L(D+)([G|S]+)D ,

dashed path in Figure 1).
In the photon-gathering pass, the photon density is eval-

uated within an adaptive search radius (red in Figure 2(b)).
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Figure 1. Exemplary paths of global (dotted) and caustic (continuous and dashed) photons. Note that directionally scattering ( G ) and regular transmission or reflection

( S ) are handled identically as specular in the original PHOTON MAP, but not in BRT by RADIANCE.

Figure 2. Calculation of illumance E on diffuse surfaces under directional illumination. (a) BRT: random sampling, only few rays (blue) that do not miss the light source
contribute to the integral E. (b) PM: after passing the BSDF, caustic photons (blue) are deposited. Photon density within a search radius (red) evaluates to E.

Other than caustic photons, the global photon density is
by default not directly visualized. Instead, to reduce noise,
local ambient illuminance is evaluated as the integral of
the photon densities reached by one indirect-diffuse reflec-
tion by stochastic sampling. An alternative visualization mode
directly computes illuminance from the local density. While this
direct visualization is faster, it significantly increases noise and
bias, and thereby impacts the appearance of the generated
image.

With the local diffuse illumination being solved by gather-
ing of global and caustic photons, the view ray toward dif-
fusely reflecting surfaces and subsequent aimed shadow rays
E(S*)DL , as well as the deterministic path E(S*)L are
traced backward during image generation. To avoid double-
counting of rays already accounted for by the photon map, all
ray sequences ED(S+)L must be eliminated in the stochas-
tic backward sampling. This is implemented by the macro
srcRayInPmap(r). Unfortunately, since rays of types D and

G are both handled by the stochastic scattering routines in
RADIANCE, this effectively also suppresses the view-dependent
ray sequence EG(S+)L , which is not represented by the

photon map since photons are deposited only at D path
segments. While this behaviour achieves correct results for local
illuminance, it introduces an error in image generation when
surface exhibit directional scattering, e.g. are specular-glossy
or translucent (Schregle 2016). Typical examples for this are
the reflection of the sun on a glossy desk behind clear glazing

(Figure 5), or forward-scattering by translucent objects toward
the observer (Figures 6 and 7). Consequently, the current imple-
mentation of the PHOTON MAP, while efficient in the sampling of
data-drivenmodels of high resolution, cannot be applied just to
the problem where it could be most beneficial in current visual
comfort research – the generation of imagery under sunny sky
conditions.

1.3. Objectives

This research aims to enhance the applicability of the RADIANCE
PHOTONMAP as ameans to increase the efficiency of daylight sim-
ulation employing BSDFmodels of high directional resolution to
image generation.

• The implementation is modified to account for directional
transmission and reflection of scattered sunlight in image
generation.

• Validity of themodified implementation is tested by compar-
ison to BRT.

• The impact of the modification is evaluated by comparing
glare ratings based on imagery, as generated by the original
and the modified PHOTON MAP.

• A first benchmark compares the efficiency of the PHOTON MAP

with that of BRT when data-driven models are employed.

The command-line interface of RADIANCE is not affected by
the proposed modifications. Therefore, the presented method
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Figure 3. Exemplary paths leading to deposition of caustic photons in the modified PHOTON MAP (continuous lines). No photon is deposited after regular transmission
without prior deflection (dashed lines).

to increase efficiency and accuracy in image generation with
data-driven models, in particular of CFSs, can be immediately
applied by expert users familiar with RADIANCE, and could be
easily implemented in future releases of front-ends.

2. Method

2.1. Modification of the photonmap implementation in
radiance

The modified implementation aims to employ deterministic
BRT rather than PM for sources of known direction, e.g. when
light sources are seen directly or through transparent layers,
or by mirror-like reflection ( E(S*)L ). Deterministic BRT is
also applied when diffusely reflecting surfaces are lit directly, or
through transparent surfaces without any intermediate scatter-
ing ( ED(S*)L ) by non-extended light sources (types light

or spotlight in RADIANCE). Note that S applies only to regu-
lar transmission here. The shadow testing algorithm in RADIANCE
would require virtual light sources to account for regular reflec-
tion toward diffuse surfaces, therefore, the path ED(S*)L

leads to the deposition of a caustic photon in cases when S
stands for regular reflection. BRT toward known source direc-
tions, but with randomly jittered rays, is employed to account
for forward-scattering of light sources within the field of view
( EGS*L ), which is actively suppressed in the original imple-
mentation of the PHOTON MAP for RADIANCE.

In all other cases, PM is employed to solve for local illu-
minance on diffusely scattering surfaces. Furthermore, PM is
extended to the diffuse reflection of light emerging from
extended sourcesof typesglow andillum. The contributionof
such sources was systematically underestimated in the original
implementation of the PHOTON MAP.

To account for forward-scattering toward the observer, the
macro srcRayInPmap(r) in src/rt/pmapmat.h is dis-
abled. Its functionality is replaced by refined criteria when pho-
tons are deposited, so that double-counting is avoided.

Other than in the original implementation, regular and
forward-scattered transmission are distinguished. In the case
of regular transmission ( LS*D , e.g. transparency, indicated
by r->rtype&TRANS) without any preceding deflection, no
photons are deposited (Figure 3). This case is accounted for by

sending rays directly toward the light source, as in deterministic
ray-tracing.

All directional scattering ( LG+D as r->rtype&

SPECULAR, e.g. translucency), and deflection by refraction
( LS+D if r->rtype&REFRACTED), mirror-like reflection
(LS+D if r->rtype&REFLECTED), or regular transmission
either following prior deflection or emission from an extended
source is accounted for by caustic photons. Consequently, the
modified macro ambRayInPmap(r) disables Gaussian sam-
pling when ambient rays hit directionally scattering surfaces in
the backward pass to avoid double-counting.

All described criteria for deposition of caustic photons are
bundled in the new macro CAUSTICFLAGS(r) in src/rt/
pmapmat.h. The same macro is called to decide on the depo-
sition of a caustic photon, the blocking of backward rays
to avoid double-counting, and to mark caustic contribution
photons.

To account for the illuminance by extended sources of types
glow or illum, e.g. the sky, primary photons are introduced.
These are deposited in the case LS*D , e.g. on diffusely trans-
mitting glazing, or on diffusely reflecting surfaces that are
exposed to the source either directly ( LD ), or by regular trans-

mission ( LSD ).

2.2. Testing validity for image generation

Visual comfort is evaluated in architectural context, which is
typically characterized by a high degree of geometric detail,
as well as different optical properties of materials and finishes
of interior room surfaces, furniture, glazing, and shading sys-
tems. To account for this complexity, a detailed model of an
exemplary, South-oriented office is employed to test the mod-
ifications (Figure 4(a)).

The façade of the office features a CFS, comprising a Laser
Cut Panel (LCP), which is embedded in the glazing of the upper
window zone. Clear glazing is applied to the remaing, lower
windows zones.

The LCP is expected to deflect incident sunlight toward the
ceiling, and thereby to increase the depth of the daylighted
zone. Figure 4(b), right shows a sample provided for charac-
terization and modelling. A data-driven model of the LCP is
compiled frommeasurements ona scanninggonio-photometer.
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Figure 4. Office model and CFS as an exemplary test-case. (a) Model of the exemplary cellular office (Grobe 2017). (b) Sample of the LCP.

The tensor-tree with 16,384 incident and 16,384 outgoing direc-
tions before data-reduction by 98% achieves a maximum reso-
lution of ≈ 1.4◦. The model and the underlying measurement
data are available (Grobe 2019). The lower window areas are
covered with clear glazing and are modelled by the glass
model in RADIANCE.

Imagery for two exemplary views is computed. View v1 takes
the perspective of a standing occupant facing the façade. View
v2 corresponds to an occupant seated at a desk facing the
Eastern side-wall of the office. The modified and the original
implementation of the PHOTON MAP are employed for image
generation, as well as BRT as a reference. For each simula-
tion technique, approaches to accelerate the calculation are
investigated.

For BRT, the CFS is modelled with and without peak extrac-
tion. This technique (enabled by the use of the aBSDF transmis-
sion model) partially replaces the computationally demanding
stochastic sampling of the transmission peak by deterministic
shadow-testing. This may reduce artefacts of the ambient cache
without increasing the stochastic sampling density. However,
since the technique assumes regular transmission without any
forward-scattering, it is expected that peak extraction will intro-
duce an error in the image generation. BRT employing the data-
driven model without peak extraction (type BSDF) is therefore
considered ground-truth in the scope of this work.

The PHOTON MAP supports two visualization modes of global
photons. Indirect photon visualization estimates local illumi-
nance by the evaluation of the global photon density at the
first diffuse reflection of randomly distributed backward rays.
This helps to reduce photon noise and bias as two typical arte-
facts of PM. Direct photon visualization skips the intermediary
stochastic sampling and is therefore faster, but at the expense of
more pronounced artefacts in the resulting imagery. Both visu-
alization modes are tested for their impact on the appearance
of the generated images, and on the results of visual comfort
assessments.

To accelerate the simulations, the parallel image-generation
program rtpict is extended to support PM, and is employed
with PM as well as with BRT.

The parameters for the generation of the reference imagery
are listed in Table 2 (columnBRT). To achieve comparable results,

Table 2. Parameters for image generation by BRT and PM.

Description Parameter BRT PM

mkpmap:
Photon port modifier -apo 〈s〉 portMat
Global photon map, photon count target -apg 〈s〉〈N〉 g.pm 1M
Caustic photon map, photon count target -apc 〈s〉〈N〉 c.pm 1M
Inter-reflections -lr 〈N〉 3
rtpict:
Reflections -lr 〈N〉 4 4
Ambient reflections -ab 〈N〉 4 1 or−1
Ambient accuracy -aa 〈k〉 0.15 0.15
Ambient divisions -ad 〈N〉 1024 256
Ambient subdivisions -as 〈N〉 512 64
Ambient resolution -ar 〈N〉 64 48
Maximum ray weight -lw 〈k〉 2 × 10−5 8 × 10−4

Specular super-samples -ss 〈N〉 4 4
Specularity threshold -st 〈k〉 0.0 0.0
Photon map, bandwidth -ap 〈s〉〈N〉 g.pm 80
Photon map, bandwidth (min, max) -ap 〈s〉〈M〉〈N〉 c.pm 40 400
Pixel resolution -x 〈M〉 -y 〈N〉 2048 2048 2048 2048

the length of light paths is restricted to four reflections with BRT
and PM. For the latter, this comprises three forward and one
backward segment. Ambient accuracy and divisions are chosen
to achieve acceptable image quality for a scene of moderate
complexity. For BRT, a higher density of ambient rays is config-
ured by refined settings of -ad and -ad, so that the data-driven
fenestration model is sampled sufficiently. This is not necessary
with the PM, when only the diffuse inter-reflection between the
internal surfaces needs to be accounted for. The maximum ray
weight was set to approximately M−1 · N−1 ∗ 0.1, with M being
the number of specular super-samples and N being the number
of ambient divisions.

Light simulation with the PHOTON MAP comprises two passes.
Parameters for the photon distribution with mkpmap, and
the subsequent photon gathering and image generation by
rtpict, are listed in Table 2 (column PM). Note that, com-
pared to BRT, the parameters of the indirect-diffuse, or ambient,
calculation are relaxed, and that at most one indirect-diffuse
scattering event (-ab 1) is accounted for in the backward pass.
Setting this parameter to a negative value (-ab -1) effectively
suppresses the indirect-diffuse calculation entirely and triggers
the direct visualization of global photons. A variable bandwidth
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Table 3. Glare classification based on thresholds applied to DGP and DGI.

Classification DGP DGI

Imperceptible < 0.35 < 18
Perceptible < 0.40 < 24
Disturbing < 0.45 < 31
Intolerable > 0.45 > 31

Table 4. Photometric quantities computed from the imagery by evalglare.

Symbol Unit Description

L̄ cdm−2 sr−1 Average luminance of all pixels.
L̃ cdm−2 sr−1 Median of the pixel values.
Ev cdm−2 Eye illuminance, cosine-weighted integral of pixel values.
L̄src cdm−2 sr−1 Average luminance of the detected glare sources.
�src sr Solid angle of the glare sources.
L̄b cdm−2 sr−1 Average luminance of the background.

of 40–400 photons is applied in the gathering of caustic photons
to reduce bias in image regions where the illuminance gradient
is steep.

For the quantitative comparison of the results of the PHOTON
MAP calculations with the reference images, relative luminance
difference is computed pixel-wise:

�r = |L1 − L2|
L1 + L2

· 2 (1)

2.3. Exemplary glare assessments

To assess the accordance of the modified PHOTON MAP with
the reference, and to estimate the impact of the limitations
in the original PM implementation when employed in image-
based visual comfort assessments, glare metrics are calculated
by evalglare (Wienold and Christoffersen 2006) from the
results of all three implementations. The glare metrics Daylight
Glare Probability (DGP) and Daylight Glare Index (DGI), as well
as the underlying photometric quantities (Table 4), are reported
(Bellia et al. 2008). Glare sources aredetectedaccording to a fixed
luminance threshold of 2000 cdm−2 sr−1 (Pierson, Wienold, and
Bodart 2018), and with the default peak detection. The metrics
are classified according to a set of thresholds listed in Table 3
(Jakubiec and Reinhart 2012).

Due to the chosen solar geometry, the view to the sun
is obstructed by the LCP. Sunlight cannot directly reach the
view-point by transmission through the clear glazing, but by
forward-scattering through the LCP and on the glossy surface
of an office desk. It is expected that the resulting highlights
are accounted for in the glare evaluations based on BRT as
well as by the modified PHOTON MAP, but not by its original
implementation.

2.4. Testing performance and sensitivity tomodel
parameters

The sensitivity of the performance impact to selected parame-
ters is evaluated for two models.

The detailed office model, that is also used to test the
validity of the method, provides high realism, since it repre-
sents a typical application of light simulation supporting visual
comfort assessments. A direct comparison of simulation times

is performed. Since both BRT and PM inevitably introduce arte-
facts, it is not possible to compare the simulation times for a
defined optimum parametrization. Rather, a parametrization is
proposed that can be justified as meaningful, and that is shown
to achieve results that can be assumed to be acceptable.

A modified Cornell Box (Cornell University, Program of Com-
puter Graphics 2002) is prepared as a simplified model to test
themethod’s performancewith reduced complexity, and its sen-
sitivity to selected model variables. The model does not provide
the realismof a detailedbuildingmodel, but supports the under-
standing of isolated phenomena and allows to relate artefacts
to parameters. For this research, the light source of the origi-
nal box model is eliminated. Instead, a South-oriented window
featuring a data-driven model of the LCP as described before is
introduced.

The simplified model allows to test the effect of the two vari-
ables controlling sampling of the data-driven BSDF with BRT
and PM:

Ambient rays: With BRT, the accuracy of sampling, and its
computational expense, are governed by the density of
indirect-diffuse, or ambient, rays. This density is set by the
-ad N parameter. To test the impact on image quality and
rendering times, the parameter is varied N= 128 –32,768.1

Number of photons: Bias and noise as introduced by the
PM algorithm decrease with increasing photon counts. To
measure the impact on image quality and efficiency, the tar-
get counts for both global and caustic photons was varied
N= 10,000–2,560,000 in the photon distribution pass. The
photon bandwith in the image synthesis pass was scaled
accordingly.2

The impact of these variables on imagequality ismeasuredby
pixel-wise comparison of the resulting imagery to a reference in
terms of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The parametrization
of the PHOTON MAP that is assumed to achieve highest accu-
racy is defined as reference. The elapsed simulation times are
measured.

The performance gain by bidirectional PM is due to the con-
centration of samples on few, narrow light sources, where BRT
would have to sample the entire hemisphere over the light-
facing side of the BSDF to warrant for each light source’s contri-
bution. This advantage fades away with increased solid angle –
or number – of light sources. An extreme case would be the dis-
tribution of sun disks in CBDM, since each solar position would
have to be accounted for by a sufficient number of photons.
This effect is evaluated by varying the number of light sources,
each with an angular diameter of 0.5◦, from 1 to 64. First, one
source is located at an elevation of 45◦ in front of the window.
In the subsequent simulations, the sources are distributed over
the South hemisphere (below and above the horizon) based on
an equal-area subdivision algorithm (Shirley and Chiu 1997).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Visual inspection and comparison of imagery

Luminancemaps corresponding toviews v1and v2, are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. A logarithmic scale is applied to account for the
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high dynamic range of the images. The position of the pixel of
highest luminance is marked by a black dot surrounded by a cir-
cle in each image. For v1, thehighest luminance after application
of a simple Gaussion filter by pfilt -r.7 is shown by a white
circle, to eliminate effects of image resolution leading to individ-
ual pixels of very high luminance due to specular reflections of
the sun.

The results by BRT with and without peak extraction achieve
high accordance. The brightest pixel in v1 is located on the spec-
ular luminaire in the foreground in imagery by BRT (Figure 5(a)),
but on the distant luminaire according to BRT with peak extrac-
tion (Figure 5(b)). After application of the Gaussian filter, the

pixel positions agree. For v2, the brightest values are identified
in the image area of the LCP (Figure 6(a,b)). The stochastic sam-
pling of the indirect-diffuse calculation introduces noise, and
leads to the visible cloud-like artefacts of the ambient cache
along the right side-wall in v1 (Figure 5(a)). This artefact is less
apparent in v2 (Figure 6(a)). The effect of the concentration
of the peak region in one singular direction becomes obvious
in Figure 7, which shows a part of the upper window zone in
v2. The forward-scattered light in a circular region centred at
the direction toward the sun is assumed to be non-scattered
and concentrated in few, very bright pixels, leading to a visible
artefact.

Figure 5. Luminance maps for view v1. (a) BRT as reference. (b) BRT with peak extraction. (c) Original PM, indirect photon visualization. (d) Original PM, direct photon
visualization. (e) Modified PM, indirect photon visualization. (f ) Modified PM, direct photon visualization.
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Figure 6. Luminance maps for view v2. (a) BRT as reference. (b) BRT with peak extraction. (c) Original PM, indirect photon visualization. (d) Original PM, direct photon
visualization. (e) Modified PM, indirect photon visualization. (f ) Modified PM, direct photon visualization.

Figure 7. Sun seen through LCP in view v2. Note the concentration of forward-scattered transmission to one direction due to peak extraction (b), and its absence with
the original PHOTON MAP implementation (c). (a) BRT, BSDF. (b) PM, original. (c) PM, modified.
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Figure 8. View v1: Relative differences of results by modified PHOTON MAP and BRT. (a) Indirect photon visualization. (b) Direct visualization.

The PHOTON MAP introduces visible noise in all generated
images.Noise ismore apparentwhenglobal photons aredirectly
visualized, and in the case of the original PHOTON MAP, in image
regions receiving sunlight through the clear glazing (e.g. parts
of the desk in v2, Figure 6(d,e)). Even with the indirect visual-
ization of global photons, noise on the ceiling and the side-wall
in the right half of the image is visible in v1 (Figure 5(c,e)).
This is due to the high contribution of caustic photons trig-
gered by directional transmission through the LCP. These pho-
tons are always directly visualized, and the resulting noise is
not modulated by the reflective pass in the gathering of global
photons.

As expected, Figures 5(c,d), and 6(c,d) show that the original
PHOTON MAP does not account for the forward-scattering toward
the observer, and thereby misses the most pronounced high-
lights. This applies to both views v1 and v2, and to both modes
of photon visualization (indirect and direct). The missing visibil-
ity of the sun through the LCP is shown in detail in Figure 7.
Due to the lack of pronounced highlights, the coordinates of
pixels with highest Lmax are inconsistent between Figure 5(c,d)
in v1, and between Figure 6(c,d) in view v2. When global pho-
tons are directly visualized with the original implementation
(Figures 5(d) and 6(d)), regions not receiving sunlight are darker
than in all other results. This can be explained by the miss-
ing contribution of diffuse sky-light, which is modelled as an
extended source of type glow and is not accounted for in
the original implementation, when indirect-diffuse sampling
is suppressed in favour of the direct visualization of global
photons.

The modified PHOTON MAP generally achieves good agree-
ment with BRT. Figure 5(f) shows that the highest luminance
in v1 is found in a highlight due to reflection on the furniture
when global photons are directly visualized. This is inconsistent
with BRT and indirect photon visualization, but compensated
by Gaussian filtering. Other than the original implementation,
the modified PHOTON MAP maintains sharp boundaries of the
brightly illuminated regions of the desk in v2 (Figure 6(e,f)).
Due to the introduction of primary photons, the diffuse sky-
light is accounted for. The highlight caused by the sun seen
through the LCP agrees with the result of backward ray-tracing
(Figure 7).

3.2. Quantitative comparison of imagery

The relative luminance (pixel) differences between imagery gen-
erated by the modified PHOTON MAP and BRT are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. Low-frequency photon noise is present in both
views. If global photons are visualized indirectly, noise is reduced
in regions with mostly diffuse illuminance (e.g. left side-wall in
v1, Figure 8, which covers most of the background in view v2).
Noiseby caustic photons (e.g. right side-wall in v1) is not affected
by the mode of photon visualization. Besides noise, bias is intro-
duced by direct visualization of global photons, leading to linear
edge-artefacts along the junctions of the inner surfaces of the
room (Figures 8(b) and 9(b)).

The differences between the results of the two PHOTON MAP

implementations are reflected by the photometric quantities
calculated from the imagery (Table 5).

For v1, Table 5 shows a high degree of accordance between
the photometric characteristics calculated from imagery as gen-
erated by BRT and the modified PHOTON MAP. Lmax is identical for
BRT with peak extraction and the PHOTON MAP, but lower than
that by BRT without peak extraction. The reason for this incon-
stiency is not the peak extraction mechanism, which does not
effect the value of the identified pixel, but the attribution of Lmax

to adifferent pixel position in Figure 5(a). Theoriginal implemen-
tation of the PHOTON MAP underestimates Lmax, which is in fact
attributed to arbitrary locations on the LCP due to the omission
of specular reflections of the sun, as well as all other values. Yet,
the deviation in terms of eye illuminance, average luminance
and solid angle of glare sources, and background illuminance in
v1 is only moderate.

The results for v2 in Table 5 confirm the good agreement
of the modified PHOTON MAP and BRT without peak extraction.
Since the Lmax is attributed to identical coordinates here, and
the visibility of the sun through the LCP is exclusively covered
by BRT in both implementations, identical values for Lmax are
returned. The effect of the concentration of forward-scattered
sunlight by the peak extraction algorithm leads to an extremely
high Lmax . Since the peak extractionmodels a resolution beyond
that achievedby themeasurement, this value is, althoughplausi-
ble, impossible to verify by themeans of the presented research.
The unmodified PHOTONMAP fails short to predict any of the listed
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Figure 9. View v2: relative differences of results by modified PHOTON MAP and BRT. (a) Indirect photon visualization. (b) Direct visualization.

Table 5. Photometric quantities computed for views v1 and v2.

L̄ L̃ Ev L̄src �src L̄b Lmax
Implementation [cdm−2] [cdm−2] [lx] [cdm−2] [sr] [cdm−2] [cdm−2]

View v1 :
BRT 774 368 3471 3393 0.622 476 137,114

(716) (336) (3273) (3229) (0.620) (445) (107,042)
PM, original 644 327 2872 2844 0.539 453 90,395
PM, modified 786 413 3482 3387 0.607 495 107,042
View v2 :

BRT 1786 547 1693 17,530 0.478 455 3,168,300
(1196) (538) (1625) (9862) (0.476) (453) (15,358,200)

PM, original 591 427 1236 3408 0.408 355 71,421
PM, modified 1764 530 1634 19,074 0.436 438 3,168,300

Notes: Results employing peak extraction are given in brackets. The reference (BRT) is highlighted.

photometric quantities. This can be explained by the predomi-
nant role of forward-scattering of sunlight in v2, which is known
to be not accounted for by this implementation.

The similar values of �src predicted by BRT with and with-
out peak extraction, and by the modified PHOTON MAP, indicate
that the size of glare sources, which is – due to the moderate
luminance threshold of 2000 cd−2 – not limited to the high-
lights caused by specular transmission and reflection, is only
moderately affected by the rendering techniques. The original
PHOTON MAP underestimates the size of the glare sources in par-
ticular in v1, since it does not account for glossy reflections of the
sun in v1.

3.3. Results of exemplary glare assessments

The chosen glaremetrices DGP and DGI extend the photometric
quantities listed in Table 5 tomodels of human response. Results
for views v1 and v2 are listed in Table 6.

For v1, the modified PHOTON MAP and BRT show a very high
degree of accordance. This applies to both glare metrics, and
includes the faster direct visualization of global photons. Peak
extraction has a minor impact. The unmodified PHOTON MAP sig-
nificantly underestimates DGP, but achieves good agreement
for DGI.

The presence of the forward-scattered image of the sun in
the field of view in v2 leads to almost identical results, when the
glare metrics are calculated from imagery by BRT and the modi-
fied PHOTONMAP. Themode of global photon visualization has no
effect. The original PHOTON MAP fails to predict glare by omitting

Table 6. Glare evaluation, views v1 and v2. Results with acceleration techniques
(aBSDFmodel, direct visualization of global photons) are listed in brackets.

v1 v2

Implementation DGP DGI DGP DGI

BRT 0.40 22.68 0.38 18.76
(peak extraction) (0.38) (22.37) (0.33) (17.34)
PM, original 0.36 21.85 0.24 11.87
(direct visualization) (0.35) (22.08) (0.22) (13.12)
PM, modified 0.40 22.51 0.38 18.82
(direct visualization) (0.39) (22.67) (0.38) (18.92)

the predominant source. The impact on the luminance-driven
DGI is higher thanonDGP, a consequenceof thedrastic underes-
timation of the average luminance of glare sources as indicated
by Table 5.

The application of a luminance threshold of 2000 cdm−2 sr−1

to the images identifies approximately identical image areas
as glare sources, marked red in Figures 10 and 11. Note that
this spatial attribution is solely based on the threshold of
2000 cdm−2, and does not quantify the luminance further. The
exposure to direct sunlight causes the entire upper window
areas in v1, aswell as the lit area of the desk to exceed the thresh-
old, so that specular scatter is not further distinguished from the
diffuse transmission and reflection background. The deflection
of light toward the ceiling is above the threshold in the results of
backward ray-tracing and the modified PHOTON MAP, but not the
original PHOTON MAP.

The exemplary application of glare metrics gives differenti-
ated ratings for DGP and DGI in the view toward the façade
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Figure 10. Glare sources in v1 as detected by evalglare. (a) BRT. (b) PM, original. (b) PM, modified.

Figure 11. Glare sources in v2 as detected by evalglare. (a) BRT. (b) PM, original. (c) PM, modified.

v1. According to DGP, when based on the reference as well as
the modified PHOTON MAP with indirect visualization of global
photons, disturbing glare is expected. Based on DGI and iden-
tical imagery, on the other hand, glare is just perceptible. When
peak extraction (with BRT) or direct visualization of global pho-
tons (with themodified PHOTONMAP) are employed, bothmetrics
indicate perceptible but not disturbing glare. This inconsistency
illustrates a problemof the application of thresholds – the seem-
ingly contradicting ratings are based on values for DGP that are
almost identical, but just in the range of the threshold. The orig-
inal implementation, not accounting for the highlights, gives
results at the lower threshold of the perceptible but not dis-
turbing range, thereby giving the same rating as BRT with peak
extraction and themodified PHOTONMAPwith direct photon visu-
alization, although the absolute difference of the predicted DGP
values ismuch higher. The rating for DGI is consistent for all gen-
erated imagery, indicating a low impact of the highlights in this
particular view configuration.

The wall-facing view v2, with the forward-scattered sun cov-
ering an extended image region, shows a distinct difference
between the reference and the modified PHOTON MAP on the
one, and the original PHOTON MAP as well as BRT with peak
extraction on the other hand. The former give practically iden-
tical results and predict perceptible, but non-disturbing glare.
Peak extraction leads to a clear underestimate of glare by both
DGP and DGI – a surprising result, since the artefact due to
the concentration of the peak leads to very high pixel val-
ues toward the sun, but reduces the average luminance of the
detected light source. The original PHOTON MAP clearly underes-
timates glare in v2, as expected, since it does not account for
the predominant glare source by forward-scattering from the
sun in v2.

Table 7. Duration of the simulation passes for the different simulation techniques,
view v1. Resultswith acceleration techniques (aBSDFmodel, direct visualizationof
global photons) are listed in brackets. Pass 1: forward distribution of photons with
mkpmap (only with PM). Pass 2: image synthesis with rtpict.

Implementation Pass 1 Pass 2 Total

BRT NA 52,800 s 52,800 s
(with peak extraction) NA (49,320 s) (49,320 s)
PM, original 552 s 1692 s 2244 s
(direct photon vizualization) (552 s) (1284 s) (1836 s)
PM, modified 696 s 1824 s 2520 s
(direct photon vizualization) (696 s) (1332 s) (2028 s)

3.4. Initial benchmark

Table 7 shows the simulation times for the imagery shown in
Figure 5, with the parametrization as reported in Table 2.

BRT without peak extraction requires a very high amount of
rays in the stochastic computation to sample the transmission
peaks. Consequently, the computation time is ≈ 20 timeshigher
than that of themodified PHOTONMAP. The purely stochastic sam-
pling through the BSDF results in strong artefacts caused by the
interpolation from the ambient cache (Figure 5(a)). Peak extrac-
tion, while incapable to replicate forward-scattering, reduces
these artefacts and yet achieves a notable accelerationby 3480 s,
or ≈ 7% (Figure 5(b)).

The additional code triggering the disposal of caustic pho-
tons only after scattering events, that was introduced by the
modification of the PHOTON MAP, only slightly increases the dura-
tion of the photon distribution pass when compared to the
original implementation. The acceleration by direct visualization
of global photons is limited to the image synthesis pass and
reduces the simulation time by 492 s, or ≈ 20%.
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Figure 12. Simplified model, varied simulation parameters and one light source. (a) Results by BRT (top), PM (bottom). (b) RMSE, simulation times.

Figure 13. Simplified model, varied simulation parameters and 64 light sources. (a) Results by BRT (top), PM (bottom). (b) RMSE, simulation times.

The effect of varying ambient divisions with BRT, and the tar-
get count of photons with PM, on the simulation results with the
simplified Cornell Box model are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

With one light source, RMSEmoderately decreases with both
simulation techniques, but is consistently lower for the evalu-
ated parameter range with PM (Figure 12(b)). According to the
tested parameter range, it cannot be expected that the two
technique’s results converge. The imagery shown in Figure 12(a)
reflects this result. Increasing the number of ambient samples
as well as the target photon count clearly improves image qual-
ity by reducing artefacts of the ambient cache (BRT) and photon
noise and bias (PM). However, BRT is not capable to replicate the
sharp projection of the window onto the ceiling and the back
wall, as simulated by PM.

With 64 sources, RMSE by BRT reaches a minimum at
≈ 2048 ambient divisions, and then starts to slowly increase
(Figure 13(b)). This indicates that BRT converges not exactly
with PM, which was employed to generate the reference image.
With PM, on the other hand, RMSE decreases over the entire
tested parameter range. With moderately refined parameters,
the imagery by BRT and PM replicates the overlaid subtle pro-
jections of the light sources on the back wall, and the brightly
illuminated boxes in the foreground.

Simulation times (Figures 12(b), 13(b)) increase approxi-
mately linearly with the number of ambient rays with BRT. With

PM, theyexhibit an increasing slopewithphotonmap size. This is
due to the decreasingweight of the time spent on the backward
ray-tracing computation, which is independent from the photon
count. However, the measured simulation times are by far lower
than for BRT over the entire tested parameter range.

4. Conclusion

In view of the increasing interest in luminance-based metrics
for visual comfort, as well as the need to visualize the effect
of CFSs beyond their functional aspects, the PHOTON MAP is a
promisingmeans to leverage the benefits of data-drivenmodels
in research as well as design and planning practice. The mod-
ification of the PHOTON MAP implementation for RADIANCE allows
to employ the data-driven BSDF model in the rapid synthesis of
imagery that is not only visually appealing – and lacking the typ-
ical artefacts due to indirect-diffuse sampling – but also valid for
the evaluated case. This is considered a crucial step toward the
wider acceptance of data-driven models as a general means to
replicate the irregular optical properties of CFSs.

Forward-scattering, that is not properly reflected by the orig-
inal implementation of the PHOTON MAP but can contribute sig-
nificantly to glare, is accurately replicated, e.g. when the sun
or its specular reflections are in the field of view. This allows
to employ the bidirectional algorithm to generate imagery for
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visual comfort and glare assessments. The original implementa-
tion, on the other hand, should not be applied in image-based
visual comfort assessments, if any forward-scatteringmay occur.
Peak extraction to accelerate BRT or PM should be applied only
with great care, and if the underlying assumption of ideal regular
transmission holds true.

The modified PHOTON MAP achieves a high degree of accor-
dance with BRT in glare assessments. In the case of the eval-
uated office model, simulation times were reduced to ≈ 5%
in an exemplary single point-in-time simulation. This result
is not representative, since the efficiency depends on the
model’s geometry aswell as the reflection and scatteringmodels
employed.

In particular, the required number of photons, that depends
on the size anddetail of thegeometricmodel, hasbeen shown to
impact the efficiency of the technique. However, for the case of
a moderately sized model and directional illumination, the pos-
sible relaxation of the ambient calculation offers an increase in
efficiency that makes the application of high resolution, data-
driven models more applicable. Accounting for diffuse sky-light
by BRT, and employing PM only for direct sunlight, may be an
optimization to constrain the size of the photon maps. In gen-
eral, the use of the PHOTON MAP is beneficial in scenes character-
izedbydirectional light sources. Photonemission fromextended
sources, such as the sky hemisphere, does not promise any
performance gain.

The direct visualization of global photons promises only
minor acceleration compared to the indirect visualizationbyone
reflection, but causes artefacts that may affect not the results
of visual comfort assessments, but the perceived image qual-
ity and evaluations of aesthetic aspects of CFSs. Progressive PM
(Schregle, Grobe, andWittkopf 2015) can leverage thepresented
modification of the PHOTON MAP and may further improve image
quality with data-driven models.

The PHOTON MAP lends itself not only to the simulation of
light transport through geometrically modelled CFSs, but also
to the efficient sampling of data-driven BSDF models showing
strongdirectional behaviour.With the BRT algorithmof RADIANCE,
such models can be only efficiently modelled if peak extraction
reduces the directional peak to one direction. Peak extraction
successfully reduces computation times, but effectively loses
information of the close-to-peak distribution and can lead to
wrong results if non-ideal forward-scattering occurs. However,
in practice, the measurement of CFSs typically achieves a direc-
tional resolution that is too low to back such exact modelling
of the peak shape. In such cases, the elimination of the peak
shape from the model does not comprise a loss of information,
but replaces one synthetic peak shape (defined by the reso-
lution of the data-driven model) by another, the ideal regular
transmission.

A potential future application of the PHOTON MAP is to replace
the calculation of the direct sun component in the Five Phase
Method (FPM) to reduce the complexity of the method. This
would also allow to account for non-Lambertian reflection, that
may contribute to visual discomfort but is currently omitted in
typical CBDMevaluations. Amanuscript presenting suchaCBDM
method is currently under preparation. Another potential appli-
cation of the PHOTON MAP is the generation of imagery of mod-
els with static illumination, but for varying view positions and

directions, since the result of the forward distribution of photons
is view-independent and can be reused.

The scalability of PM is limited since the required number
of photons increases with the spatial dimensions of the model,
when average photon density is kept constant. The OoC data-
structure addresses this, but is not efficientwith the indirect visu-
alization of global photons. Progressive PM appears to be fields
for future research to widen the scope of potential applications
in daylight simulation.

Notes

1. The maximum ray weight, set by -lw k, was scaled by the inverse of the
variedambient raysN and theconstant specular super-samplesM= 4, so
that k = N−1 · 0.2 · M−1. Ambient accuracy was set to 0.1, and ambient
super-samples up to half of the initial ambient rays allow to refine the
calculation.

2. The bandwith of global and caustic photons was set to N = √
0.008 · M

withMbeing the target photon count according to Schregle, Grobe, and
Wittkopf (2016, p. 12, Table A.1).
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